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Doctor Who's lost episode, The Black Prince and the Sea Devils, is a
fascinating mystery. The episode was the fifth serial in the show's 11th
season and was originally broadcast in October 1973. However, the master
tapes of the episode were wiped by the BBC in the 1970s, and only a few
clips and stills from the episode remain.

Despite its status as a lost episode, The Black Prince and the Sea Devils
has been reconstructed in various ways. In 1998, the BBC released an
audio reconstruction of the episode, which featured the original cast
members re-recording their dialogue. In 2003, a fan-made video
reconstruction of the episode was released, which used animated stills and
clips from the episode to recreate the story.
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Plot

The Black Prince and the Sea Devils is set in 14th century England during
the reign of Edward III. The Doctor, Jo Grant, and Brigadier Lethbridge-
Stewart are investigating a series of mysterious disappearances in the
village of Sutton. The villagers believe that the disappearances are the
work of pirates, but the Doctor soon discovers that the real culprits are the
Sea Devils, a race of amphibious aliens who have been living in hiding
beneath the sea.

The Sea Devils are led by their ruthless commander, Captain Harris, who is
determined to conquer England and enslave its people. The Doctor and his
allies must stop Harris and his Sea Devils before they can carry out their
plans.

Characters

The Doctor (Jon Pertwee): The Third Doctor is a brilliant scientist and
adventurer who travels through time and space in his TARDIS. He is a
skilled fighter and a compassionate man, and he is always willing to
help those in need.

Jo Grant (Katy Manning): Jo is the Doctor's assistant and a
resourceful and courageous young woman. She is a skilled fighter and
a quick thinker, and she is always ready to help the Doctor in his
adventures.

Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart (Nicholas Courtney): The Brigadier is
the head of UNIT, a military organization that investigates alien threats.
He is a brave and experienced soldier, and he is a loyal friend to the
Doctor.



Captain Harris (Roger Delgado): Harris is the ruthless commander of
the Sea Devils. He is a brilliant strategist and a skilled fighter, and he is
determined to conquer England and enslave its people.

Silurians: The Silurians are a race of reptilian aliens who have been
living in hiding beneath the Earth's surface for centuries. They are a
peaceful people, but they are also fiercely protective of their territory.

Behind the Scenes

The Black Prince and the Sea Devils was directed by David Maloney and
written by Malcolm Hulke. The episode was filmed on location in England
and Wales, and it featured a large cast of actors and crew members.

The episode was originally intended to be a four-part serial, but it was
eventually cut down to three parts due to budget constraints. The episode
was also the first to feature the Sea Devils, who would go on to become
recurring villains in the Doctor Who universe.

Legacy

The Black Prince and the Sea Devils is a classic Doctor Who episode that
is still enjoyed by fans today. The episode is a thrilling adventure that
features a great cast of characters and a suspenseful plot. Despite its
status as a lost episode, The Black Prince and the Sea Devils remains a
popular and influential episode in the Doctor Who universe.
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